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Abstract 
 The problem of computing linear convolution is a very important one because 
with linear convolution we can mechanize digital filtering. 
 The linear convolution of two N-point sequences can be computed by the cyclic 
convolution of the following 2N-point sequences. The original sequence padded with N 
zero’s each. The cyclic convolution of two N-point sequences requires 2N  
multiplications and )1( -NN  additions for its computation. 
 A very efficient way of computing cyclic convolution of two sequences is by 
using the Polynomial Residue Number System (PRNS) technique. Using this technique 
the cyclic convolution of two N-point sequences can be computed using only N 
multiplications instead of N2 multiplications. This can be achieved based on some 
forward and inverse PRNS transformation mappings. These mappings rely on additions, 
subtractions and many scaling operations (multiplications by constants). The PRNS 
technique would lose a lot in value if these many scaling operations were difficultly 
implemented. In this thesis we will show how to calculate cyclic convolution of two 
sequences using the PRNS technique based on forward and inverse transformation 
mapping which rely on complement operations (negations), additions and rotation 
operations. These rotation operations do not require any computational hardware. 
Therefore the complicated hardware required for the scaling operations has now been 
substituted by rotators, which do not require any computational hardware. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction  
 
 
 In this era of digital communications and information technology the area of 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) assumes a very prominent place. The problem of 
computing linear convolution within this area is very important one because, we can 
mechanize digital filtering using linear convolution. 
Consider two N-point sequences  
),...,,,( 1210 -= NaaaaA  and  ).,...,,,( 1210 -= NbbbbB  
Their linear convolution is )()( xBxA  where 
å
-
=
=
1
0
)(
N
i
i
ixaxA  and å
-
=
=
1
0
)(
N
i
i
i xbxB . 
The above linear convolution can be computed by the cyclic convolution of the two 2N-
point sequences )0,...,0,0,0,,...,,,(' 1210 -= NaaaaA  and )0,...,0,0,0,,...,,,(' 1210 -= NbbbbB . 
The cyclic convolution of 'A and 'B  is 
12
)(')('
-
>< NxxBxA   
Where )()( xQxP ><  denotes )(xP mod )(xQ  and where  
åå
-
=
-
=
+=
121
0
.)('
N
Ni
i
N
i
i
i xoxaxA and 
åå
-
=
-
=
+=
121
0
.)('
N
Ni
i
N
i
i
i xoxbxB . 
Then 
12
)(')(')()(
-
>=< NxxBxAxBxA  
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A very efficient way for computing the cyclic convolution is by using the Discrete 
Fourier Transform (DFT). 
 The Residue Number System (RNS)[1] has been gaining unparalleled importance 
in the area of Digital Signal Processing (DSP). This integer-based number system offers 
parallel, carry-free, high-speed arithmetic. Unlike the traditional system this integer-
based number system also offers many properties like the error detection, error correction 
and fault tolerance, which makes it very attractive to be implemented in digital systems. 
 As based on the above-mentioned properties and features of RNS, this system is 
implemented in various areas of Digital Signal Processing like digital filters, convolution, 
correlation, DFT, FFT computations [2]-[13], and direct digital frequency synthesis [14]  
 The continuous and enduring work in the area of the RNS has led to the 
development of various other systems based on RNS like the Quadratic Residue Number 
System (QRNS) [15]-[16], [7], [17]-[18], the Quadratic Like Residue Number System 
(QLRNS) [19], the Modified Quadratic Residue Number System (MQRNS) [20], the 
Polynomial Residue Number System (PRNS) [21]-[22], [9]-[10], the Multi-Polynomial-
Channel PRNS (MPCPRNS)[23] and the two-level binary RNS with pairs of conjugate 
moduli [24]. All these systems are being employed in the area of DSP to reduce the 
computational complexity while at the same time trying to achieve maximum parallelism. 
 A very efficient way of computing cyclic convolution of two sequences is by 
using the Polynomial Residue Number System (PRNS) technique. Using this technique 
the cyclic convolution of two N-point sequences can be computed using only N 
multiplications instead of N2 multiplications. This can be achieved based on some 
forward and inverse PRNS transformation mappings. These mappings rely on additions, 
  3 
subtractions and many scaling operations (multiplications by constants). The PRNS 
technique would lose a lot in value if these many scaling operations were difficultly 
implemented. In this thesis we will show how to calculate cyclic convolution of two 
sequences using the PRNS technique based on forward and inverse transformation 
mapping which rely on complement operations (negations), additions and rotation 
operations. These rotation operations do not require any computational hardware. 
Therefore the complicated hardware required for the scaling operations has now been 
substituted by rotators, which do not require any computational hardware.  
1.1 Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 provides the basics of Residue Number System (RNS). Chapter 3 introduces 
the Polynomial Residue Number System (PRNS). Chapter 4, the main chapter of the 
thesis, presents the efficient cyclic convolves which are implemented using the PRNS 
technique which relies on forward and inverse transformation relying on complement 
operations, additions and rotations which do not require any computational hardware. 
This chapter also provides the background in diminished number system, which is 
extensively used in the forward and inverse transformations. Finally chapter 5 provides a 
conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 
Residue Number System 
In this chapter, the theoretical background for RNS[1] is presented. We will also discuss 
the representation, processing, conversion and RNS arithmetic in this chapter. 
2.1 RNS Definition and Representation 
The Residue Number System[1] is an integer system capable of supporting parallel, 
carry-free, high speed arithmetic. 
Mathematically it can be defined by a set },...,,,{ 321 NmmmmS = . The set S  is called the 
set of moduli. The moduli Nmmmm ,...,,, 321  are positive integers such that  1),( =ji mm   
(where (a,b) indicates Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of a and  b ) for ji ¹  (i.e. the 
moduli are pairwise relatively prime or relatively prime in pairs). 
 Let M be Õ
=
==
N
i
imM
1
Nmmmm ....... 321                                                                  (2.1) 
 If  X ( mZX Î  where )1,...,2,1,0{ -= MZm ) is a number to be represented in RNS, then 
the N-tuple ),...,,,( 321 Nxxxx is the representation of X in this system. This N-tuple 
consists of the integer remainders that result from dividing X by each one of the N 
moduli. 
ii mXx mod=                                                                                                         (2.2) 
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2.1.1 Weighted to RNS Conversion 
In order to convert the number X from the weighted system into the RNS, we divide X by 
each of the RNS moduli and obtain the remainders. The set of remainders represent the 
number X in the RNS.  
imi
Xx >=<     if  0>X                                                                                           (2.3) 
imi
XMx >-=<     if  0<X                                                                                   (2.4) 
where ba >< indicates a mod b 
2.1.2 Dynamic Range of the RNS 
Let M be Õ
=
=
N
i
imM
1
, and then if the system supports only unsigned numbers, the 
dynamic range (DR) is, 
DR =   [0       M-1].                                                                                                  (2.5) 
If the system supports signed numbers the dynamic range (DR) is 
DR = [-M/2            M/2 –1] if M is even                                                                  (2.6) 
DR = [-(M-1)/2     (M-1)/2] if M is odd                                                                    (2.7) 
2.1.3 RNS to Weighted Transformation 
There are two basic techniques for converting from RNS to the weighted system. 
o The Chinese remainder Theorem (CRT) 
o The Mixed Radix Conversion (MRC) 
2.1.3.1 Chinese Remainder Theorem 
Let ],0[ MX Î  be represented as 
),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
xxxxX ®                                                                                                  (2.8) 
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The CRT reconstruction of X from its residues is as follows 
MNNN LMXLMXLMXX >+++=< ...222111                                                           
or 
å
=
>=<
N
i
Miii LMXX
1
                                                                                                 (2.9) 
where Õ
=
=
N
i
imM
1
; 
i
i m
M
M = ; iii mML >=<
-1  
An alternate form of the CRT equation is  
MNmNNmm MLXMLXMLXX n >><++><+>=<< ...222111 21                        
or 
å
=
>><=<
N
i
Mimii MLXX i
1
                                                                                     (2.10) 
where Õ
=
=
N
i
imM
1
; 
i
i m
M
M = ; iii mML >=<
-1  
2.1.3.2 Mixed Radix Conversion Technique  
The CRT conversion requires arithmetic mod M in obtaining the weighted result. This is 
an extra restriction and requires special hardware to perform the arithmetic operations 
mod M.  The Mixed Radix Conversion (MRC), on the other hand, does not have this 
disadvantage. It also permits simpler magnitude comparison.  
Let ],0[ MX Î  be represented as 
),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
xxxxX ®  
The Mixed Radix Conversion formula is the one shown below 
NN XmmmmXmmXmXX '..........'..'.' 1321321211 -++++=                                             (2.11) 
  7 
where NXXXX ',...,',',' 321  are called the mixed radix digits and imi ZX Î' . 
The mixed radix digits can be expressed as functions of the residues. The mixed radix 
digits for a 4-moduli RNS are given by: 
11' xX =  
2
)(' 12
1
12 mxxmX >-=<
-                                                                                              (2.12) 
3
)''(' 1213
1
2
1
13 mXXmxmmX >--=<
--  
4
)'''(' 1213214
1
3
1
2
1
14 mXXmXmmxmmmX >---=<
---  
2.2 Arithmetic Operations in RNS 
2.2.1 Addition 
The addition operation between two numbers X and Y  in the RNS as defined by the 
moduli set S, is performed as follows. 
Let  
),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
xxxxX ®  
and 
),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
yyyyY ®  
The following equations describe the inputs X,Y in the N-channels 
111 xmqX +=   ,   111' ymqY +=  
222 xmqX +=   ,   222' ymqY +=  
…………..                                                                                                                 (2.13) 
NNN xmqX +=   ,   NNN ymqY += '  
  8 
The result of the addition is then 
 ),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
zzzzZ ®  
and the components of the result in the RNS domain are given by iiii myxz >+=<  , 
.1 Ni ££  
The following equation describes the result Z in the N-channels 
)()'( 11111 yxmqqZ +++=  
)()'( 22222 yxmqqZ +++=  
………….                                                                                                                   (2.14) 
)()'( NNNNN yxmqqZ +++=  
2.2.2 Subtraction 
In the case of performing subtraction, let 
),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
xxxxX ®  
and 
),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
yyyyY ®  
The following equations describe the inputs X,Y in the N-channels 
111 xmqX +=   ,   11
'
1 ymqY +=  
222 xmqX +=   ,   22
'
2 ymqY +=  
…………..                                                                                                                 (2.15) 
NNN xmqX +=   ,   NNN ymqY +=
'  
The result Z is given by 
  9 
 ),...,,,( 321 N
RNS
zzzzZ ®  
and the components of the result in the RNS domain are given by 
imiii
yxz >-=<  or 
imiii
yxz >-+=< )( , .1 Ni ££  
2.2.3 Multiplication 
The multiplication operation in the RNS is analogous to the addition and subtraction 
operations. The result Z=X x Y  can be expressed as 
)('' iiiiiiiiiiii yxxmqymqmqmqZ +++=                                                                  (2.16) 
This is equivalent to 
ii miiim
yxzZ >C=<=>< , Ni ££1  
2.2.4 Division 
The division operation is not carried out directly in the RNS computations. This is 
because RNS is defined over integers while the division operation in not closed over 
integers.  
2.2.5 Multiplicative Inverse 
The multiplicative inverse of a number X with respect to the modulus is the number 1-X  
such that  
11 =>< - mXX                                                                                                          (2.17) 
2.2.6 Fermat’s Theorem 
The fermat’s theorem states that  for a given prime number k kk
k aa >=<>< .    (2.18) 
  If 0¹a which implies that inverse of a is defined and is finite then multiplying both 
sides of 2.18 by 1-a two times yields the following result. 
k
k
k aa >=<><
-- 21                                                                                                     (2.19) 
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Chapter 3 
The Polynomial Residue Number System 
(PRNS) 
 
The PRNS[21] provides an efficient and faster implementation of multiplication of two 
polynomials of degree )1( -N mod )1( ±Nx  over a modular ring mZ . The multiplication 
is carried out in N parallel multiplications involving no additions instead of 2N  
multiplications and N(N-1) additions.  
Consider  P(m) to be a finite structure having (N-1) order polynomials with coefficients 
in mZ . A PRNS(N) isomorphic mapping Nf  of P(m) onto mmm
N
m xZxxZZZ ...
D
= exists if 
the polynomial 1±Nx  is factorizable into N distinct first degree factors in mZ . 
We now discuss the PRNS forward mapping which is used to transform coefficients of a 
polynomial into the PRNS domain.  
3.1 Forward Mapping 
)(...)(: *1110 xAxxxAf
Nf
N
NN ®+++=
-
-aaa                                                            (3.1) 
                ),...,,( * 1
*
1
*
0 -= Naaa  
with 1,...,1,0,)()( )(
* -=>=<>>=<< - NirAxAa mimrxi i  
where ir are distinct roots of 01 º±
Nx in mZ . 
1,...,2,1,0,),)...()((1 110 -=Î---º± - NiZrrxrxrxx miN
N  
We now discuss the PRNS inverse mapping which is used to transform the values in 
PRNS domain into the native form. 
  11 
3.2 Inverse Mapping  
1
110
*
1
*
1
*
0
*1 ...)(),...,,()(:
1 -
--
- +++=¾®¾=
- N
N
f
NN xxxAxAf N aaaaaa                   (3.2) 
where å
-
=
=
1
0
* )()(
N
i
ii xQaxA  
and )...1()( 1)1(2)2(2211 --------- +++++= NNi
NN
iiii xrxrxrxrNxQ  
The coefficients ia are given by 
1,...,2,1,0;)....( 1
*
11
*
10
*
0
1 -=>+++º< ---
--- NirrrN m
i
NN
ii
i aaaa  
In the PRNS domain the rules of addition remain unaffected but the multiplication is 
carried out as shown. 
))(,...,)(,)(,)((
),...,,,)(,...,,,(
*
1
*
1
*
2
*
2
*
1
*
1
*
0
*
0
*
1
*
2
*
1
*
0
*
1
*
2
*
1
*
0
mNNmmm
NN
babababa
bbbbaaaa
><><><><= --
--  
                                                                                                                                  (3.3) 
The equation mentioned above demonstrates that product of two polynomials of (N-1) 
degree requires N multiplication mod m performed in parallel and there are no addition 
operations performed, if polynomial product is performed in NmZ . The same polynomial 
product 
1
)()(
±
>< NxxBxA  would require 
2N  multiplications and N(N-1) additions mod 
m, if performed in P(m). 
The polynomial product is obtained in NmZ is in one level as opposed to multiple levels 
required in P(m). 
Lemma 3.1: 
  12 
1+Nx  can be factorized into N distinct factors in mZ  as 
mN
N rxrxrxx >---º<+ - ))...()((1 110  if and only if LipN i ,...,2,1,2/)1(| =- where 
ba | represents “a divides b”; where N and m are positive integers with a prime 
decomposition on m given in terms of powers ie  of its prime factors ip , as 
Le
L
eee ppppm ...321 321= with ipN < . 
Similarly for 1-Nx , the necessary and sufficient condition for its factorization 
becomes LipN i ,...,2,1),1(| =- . For both cases the factorization is not unique. There 
are 1)!( -LN  different ways to factorize 1±Nx  into N distinct first-degree factors. 
Theorem 3.1:  
If the polynomial 1±Nx  can be factorized in N distinct factors in mZ , then the 
mapping Nf  of P(m) onto 
N
mZ  satisfies the following : 
 
i) Nf  is one –to-one and onto 
ii) for )(, mPBA Î  
 )()()( BfAfBAf NNN +=+                                                                        (3.4) 
 )().().( BfAfBAf NNN =                                                                               (3.5) 
Example to illustrate 14)()( +>< xxBxA  in mZ  
Let 33
2
210)( xaxaxaaxA +++=  and 
3
3
2
210)( xbxbxbbxB +++=  
Here 32 5432)( xxxxA +++=  
32 9876)( xxxxB +++=  
  13 
Let m=17 
Roots of 17
4 01 >=<+x  are 8;9;15;2 3210 ==== rrrr  
),,,()( *3
*
2
*
1
*
0 aaaaxA
PRNS¾¾ ®¾  
132*52*42*32)( 17
32
170
*
0 =>+++=<>=< rAa  
615*515*415*32)( 17
32
171
*
1 =>+++=<>=< rAa  
39*59*49*32)( 17
32
172
*
2 =>+++=<>=< rAa  
38*58*48*32)( 17
32
173
*
3 =>+++=<>=< rAa  
Therefore )3,3,6,13(),,,()( *3
*
2
*
1
*
0 =¾¾ ®¾ aaaaxA
PRNS  
),,,()( *3
*
2
*
1
*
0 bbbbxB
PRNS¾¾ ®¾  
52*92*82*76)( 17
32
170
*
0 =>+++=<>=< rBb  
315*915*815*76)( 17
32
171
*
1 =>+++=<>=< rBb  
29*99*89*76)( 17
32
172
*
2 =>+++=<>=< rBb  
148*98*88*76)( 17
32
173
*
3 =>+++=<>=< rBb  
Therefore )14,2,3,5(),,,()( *3
*
2
*
1
*
0 =¾¾ ®¾ bbbbxB
PRNS  
),,,()()()( *3
*
2
*
1
*
01714
ccccxBxAxC PRNS
x
¾¾ ®¾>>=<<
+
 
145*13. 1717
*
0
*
0
*
0 =>=<>=< bac  
13*6. 1717
*
1
*
1
*
1 =>=<>=< bac  
62*3. 1717
*
2
*
2
*
2 =>=<>=< bac  
814*3. 1717
*
3
*
3
*
3 =>=<>=< bac  
Therefore )8,6,1,14(),,,()( *3
*
2
*
1
*
0 =¾¾ ®¾ ccccxC
PRNS  
  14 
Inverse transformation to get ),,,( 3210 cccc   
The inverse roots are given by 
92 110 ==
--r  
Verification: 
 
815 111 ==
--r  
Verification: 
 
29 112 ==
--r  
Verification: 
 
158 113 ==
--r  
Verification: 
 
The value of 14 -  is 13  
Verification: 
15213*4 1717 =>=<><  
17
0
3
*
3
0
2
*
2
0
1
*
1
0
0
*
0
1
0 )(4 >+++=<
----- rcrcrcrcc  
     3)86114(13 17 =>+++=<  
17
1
3
*
3
1
2
*
2
1
1
*
1
1
0
*
0
1
1 )(4 >+++=<
----- rcrcrcrcc  
    7)15*82*68*19*14(13 17 =>+++=<  
17
2
3
*
3
2
2
*
2
2
1
*
1
2
0
*
0
1
2 )(4 >+++=<
----- rcrcrcrcc  
11208*15 1717 =>=<><
1182*9 1717 =>=<><
112015*8 1717 =>=<><
1189*2 1717 =>=<><
  15 
    16)15*82*68*19*14(13 17
2222 =>+++=<  
17
3
3
*
3
3
2
*
2
3
1
*
1
3
0
*
0
1
3 )(4 >+++=<
----- rcrcrcrcc  
    15)15*82*68*19*14(13 17
3333 =>+++=<  
Therefore 32 151673)( xxxxC +++=  
Verification: 
Finding the product of 1714)()( >><< +xxBxA  using the traditional multiplication 
technique 
32 5432 xxx +++  
32 9876 xxx +++  
32 30241812 xxx +++  
32 28211435 xxx +++-  
32 24164032 xxx ++--  
32 18453627 xxx +---  
32 151673 xxx +++  
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Chapter 4 
Efficient Convolvers Using The Polynomial 
Residue Number System Technique  
 
In this chapter we will discuss the implementation of efficient convolvers using the 
PRNS technique. These cyclic convolvers are based on PRNS forward and inverse 
transformation mappings, which rely on complement operations(negations), additions and 
rotation operations. These rotation operations do not require any computational hardware. 
This way the complicated hardware that would otherwise be required to perform the 
scaling operations has now been substituted by rotators that do not require any 
computational hardware. 
At first the problem of performing 
18
)()(
-
><
x
xBxA  using a 3-moduli RNS using the set 
},{ 3,21 mmm and PRNS techniques is addressed. 
Consider the polynomials )(xA and )(xB  where, 
7
7
2
210 ...)( xaxaxaaxA ++++=  
7
7
2
210 ...)( xbxbxbbxB ++++=  
18
)()(
-
><
x
xBxA  represents  cyclic convolutions of sequences ),...,,( 710 aaa  and 
),...,,( 710 bbb  
For 18 -x  to have eight distinct roots in mZ , each prime factor p of m must be such so 
that 1|8 -p  or kp 81 =-  where k is a integer. Therefore 18 += kp ;(by lemma 3.1) 
We are going to investigate moduli of form 12,12,2 -+ nnn . We are using these moduli 
because the processing using these moduli is simple and efficient. 
  17 
Moduli of the form n2  are not appropriate because the only prime factor is 2 but 
182 +¹ k .  
Moduli of the 12 -n  would be appropriate if each prime factor is of the form 8k+1, 
thereby making number 12 -n  of form 8k+1. 
If 12 -n  was of the form of 8k+1 then 
1812 +=- kn   
     282 += kn   
       
8
22 -
=
n
k  
          
32
22 -
=
n
 
          
4
1
2 3 -= -n  
    =  not an integer or k is not an integer 
Hence moduli of the form 12 -n are also not appropriate 
Regarding the moduli of form 12 +n  consider the following sets [24] 
,...}12,12,12,12,12{ 975311 +++++=S  
,...}12,12,12,12,12{ 181410622 +++++=S  
,...}12,12,12,12,12{ 3628201243 +++++=S  
,...}12,12,12,12,12{ 7256402484 +++++=S  
,...}12,12,12,12,12{ 1441128048165 +++++=S  
In general 
Sd  = { all numbers Nk,d such that ,...3,2,1,0;12
122
, =+=
-+ kN
dd k
dk }, where d=1,2,3,… 
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The exponents of two of the numbers of the Sd set posses the following properties. 
Property 4.1 : Exponents of adjacent numbers in any set set Sd differ by d2 . 
This means that exponents of adjacent numbers in sets ,...,,,, 54321 SSSSS  differ by 
2,4,8,16,32,… 
Property 4.2 : A number 12 +n  belongs to the set dS  if and only if 
1
2
2 -=>< ddn . 
This means that the binary exponents (i.e. the exponents of 2) for numbers of the sets 
,...,,,, 54321 SSSSS , are of the form 2k+1,4k+2,8k+4, 16k+8, 32k+16,…. 
Lemma 4.1: The first number in any set dS  set is a common divisor of all the numbers in 
the same set. 
Theorem 4.1: Any two numbers of the form 12 +n  are relatively prime if and only if they 
belong to two different dS  sets. 
We see that each element of the set 1S  has 312
1 =+  as a prime factor but 183 +¹ k . 
Hence, it is not possible to choose moduli from set 1S . 
In the similar fashion each element of set 2S has 512
2 =+  as a prime factor but 
185 +¹ k . Thus, it is not possible to choose moduli from set 2S . 
Therefore we are now left with sets dS with 3³d . 
The polynomial 18 -x can be factorized as 
)1)(1(1 448 +-=- xxx  
          )1)(1)(1( 422 ++-= xxx   
          )1)(1)(1)(1( 42 +++-= xxxx                                                                          (4.1) 
We will now calculate the roots of the polynomial 18 -x . 
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Roots of 12 +x  in 
12 +n
Z  are 2/2n  and 2/2n-  
Verification: 
012.11)2()1(1)2(
0121)2(
1212
22/2
12
22/
1212
22/
=>+=<>+-=<>+-<
=>+=<>+<
+++
++
nnn
nn
nnn
nn
 
Another form of roots for 12 +x  in 
12 +n
Z  are  2/2n  and  2/32 n  
Verification: 
0111)1(1)2(121)2(
0121)2(
1212
3
12
3
12
3
12
22/3
1212
22/
=>+-=<>+-=<>+=<>+=<>+<
=>+=<>+<
+++++
++
nnnnn
nn
nnn
nn
 
Roots of 14 +x  in 
12 +n
Z  are 4/2n , 4/2n- , 4/32 n and 4/32 n-  
Verification: 
0121)2(
1212
44/ =>+=<>+<
++ nn
nn  
012.11)2()1(1)2(
1212
44/4
12
44/ =>+=<>+-=<>+-<
+++ nnn
nnn  
0111)1(1)2(121)2(
1212
3
12
3
12
3
12
44/3 =>+-=<>+-=<>+=<>+=<>+<
+++++ nnnnn
nnn  
0111)1(1)2.(112)1(1)2(
1212
3
12
3
12
34
12
44/3 =>+-=<>+-=<>+=<>+-=<>+-<
+++++ nnnnn
nnn
 
Another form of roots for 14 +x  in 
12 +n
Z  are 4/2n , 4/32 n , 4/52 n and 4/72 n  
Verification: 
0121)2(
1212
44/ =>+=<>+<
++ nn
nn  
0111)1(1)2(121)2(
1212
3
12
3
12
3
12
44/3 =>+-=<>+-=<>+=<>+=<>+<
+++++ nnnnn
nnn  
0111)1(1)2(121)2(
1212
5
12
5
12
5
12
44/5 =>+-=<>+-=<>+=<>+=<>+<
+++++ nnnnn
nnn  
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0111)1(1)2(121)2(
1212
7
12
7
12
7
12
44/7 =>+-=<>+-=<>+=<>+=<>+<
+++++ nnnnn
nnn  
Hence the roots of 18 -x  are 1, -1, 2/2n , 2/32 n , 4/2n , 4/32 n , 4/52 n and 4/72 n . 
))()()()()()()((1 76543210
8 rxrxrxrxrxrxrxrxx --------=-  
          )2)(2)(2)(2)(2)(2)(1()(1( 4/74/54/34/2/32/ nnnnnn xxxxxxxx ---------=           
(4.2) 
One such appropriate multimoduli PRNS set is the set  
},,{ 321 mmmR =  
    ,...3,2,1,48},12,12,12{ 44 =+=+++= +- kknnnn                                                     (4.3) 
Verification: 
Since 48 += kn , 32 Sm Î   
Now kn 84 =-  and n-4 not odd 11 Sm ÏÞ . 
Also kn 84 =-  and 214 208 Smk ÏÞ¹=><  (using property 4.2) and 
318 408 Smk ÏÞ¹=>< (using property 4.2). 
Therefore 1m  belongs to some dS set with 4³d . 
We also see the since 884 +=+ kn  and n+4 not odd 13 Sm ÏÞ (using property 4.2) and 
234 2088 Smk ÏÞ¹=>+<  and 338 4088 Smk ÏÞ¹=>+< (using property 4.2). 
Therefore 3m  belongs to some dS set with 4³d . 
The exponent difference in 1m  and 3m is n+4-(n-4) = 8. The two moduli 1m , 3m  do not 
belong to the same dS set since the difference in adjacent exponents in any of the dS set 
with 4³d  is greater than 8 (using property 4.1).  Hence it can be concluded that 
1m , 3m belong to two different dS sets with 4³d . 
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The modulii 1m , 2m , 3m  satisfy the requirements of theorem 4.1 i.e. 1m , 2m , 3m  belong 
to different sets, thus we can conclude that 1m , 2m , 3m  are pair wise prime. 
Three such sets are 
                                                                                       (4.4) 
The dynamic range is 36 bits this is of medium range. 
}12,12,12{ 2420162 +++=R                                                                                           (4.5) 
The dynamic range is 60 bits which is of large range. 
}12,12,12{ 3228243 +++=R                                                                                           (4.6) 
The dynamic range is 84 bits which is considered very large. 
4.1 Diminished –1 System  
We now present the basics of the diminished-1 system for processing mod 12 +N . This 
system is going to be used in the later part of the thesis. 
Let  A be an integer such that 
12 +
Î nZA  where }2,....2,1,0{12
n
nZ =+ (the ring of integers 
)12mod( +n ). Then A needs n+1 bits for its representation. 
The following shows the correspondence between normal and diminished-1 
representation [25]-[26] . 
Table 1 Diminished -1 System 
A Diminished –1 of A (A-1) 
0=000…000(n+1 bits) 100…000= n2 (n+1 bits) 
1=000…001   00…000=0 
2=000…010   00…001=1 
3=000…011   00…010=2 
4=000…100   00…011=3 
. . 
. . 
. . 
n2 =100…000   11…111= n2 -1 
}12,12,12{ 161281 +++=R
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As seen from the table on previous page, the diminished –1 representation of the number 
0 is n2  and requires n+1 bits for the same. For non-zero numbers we require only n bits 
for representation. 
4.2.1 Arithmetic Mod )12( +n  
 When performing arithmetic mod )12( +n  by using the diminished –1 system, all 
input operands are in diminished –1 form and the results are returned in diminished –1 
form as well. 
Addition mod )12( +n  
 Let A,B be integers such tha t .,
12 +
Î nZBA  If 0== BA  then ;012 =>+< +nBA  
If 0=A  and 0¹B  then ;
12
BBA n =>+< +  
If 0¹A  and 0=B  then ;
12
ABA n =>+< +  
If 0¹A and 0¹B  then 
12 +
>+< nBA is carried out as follows 
Compute the diminished – 1 form of A,B 
11dim -¾¾ ®¾ - AA  
11dim -¾¾ ®¾ - BB  
Add the n-bit numbers A-1 and B-1; Complement (negate) the carry-out, end it around 
and add it back. The obtained result will be the diminished – 1 form of 
12 +
>+< nBA . 
Example: 
Let 10)10(=A , 10)13(=B  
To perform 
124 +
>+< BA  
1)1001()1010(10 2
1dim
2 -=¾¾ ®¾==
- AA  
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1)1100()1101(13 2
1dim
2 -=¾¾ ®¾==
- BB  
Adding A-1 and B-1 we get 
 
  1 0 0 1 
  1 1 0 0 
1  0 1 0 1 
     0 
  0 1 0 1 
 
1dim5)0101( 2 -== of 6. 
Negation mod )12( +n  
 Let A belong to 
12 +n
Z . If 0=A  then 0
12
=>-<
+n
A . For the general case when 
0¹A the computation of 
12 +
>-< nA is carried out as shown. 
11dim -¾¾ ®¾ - AA  
Take the 1’s complement of A-1. The obtained result will be the diminished –1 form of 
12 +
>-< nA . 
Example. 
Let 10)10(=A  
To perform 
124 +
>-< A  
1)1001()1010(10 2
1dim
2 -=¾¾ ®¾==
- AA  
1dim6)0110(1 2 -===-A form of 7. 
Scaling by power of 2 mod )12( +n  
 Let A belong to 
12 +n
Z . If 0=A  then 02
12
=><
+n
Ak . For the general case when 
0¹A the computation of 
12
2
+
>< nA
k is carried out as shown. 
11dim -¾¾ ®¾ - AA  
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Rotate the number A-1 k bits to the left where the bits shifted out of the left end and 
shifted into the right end are complemented. The obtained result will be the diminished -1 
form of 
12
2
+
>< nA
k . 
Example. Let 10)10(=A  
To perform 
12
3
42* +>< A  
1)1001()1010(10 2
1dim
2 -=¾¾ ®¾==
- AA  
11)1011(001111001001 2
___3_ ==¾¾¾¾ ®¾¾¾¾¾¾ ®¾ restcomplementleftbitrotate  (diminished –1 of 12). 
4.2 Carry Save Adders and Carry Propagate Adders 
We now present the basics of carry save and carry propagate adders. These adders are 
used in the later part of this chapter. 
Carry Save Adders (CSA) are also called 3-2 counters. They are implemented for 
addition of three n bit numbers to produce a sum and a carry output. The CSA does not 
propagate carry bits.  An n-bit CSA consists of n independent full adders.  
The carry and sum bits are added using the carry propagate adder(CPA). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Carry Save Adders and Carry Propagate Adders 
X3 
Y3 
Z3 
C4 S3 
X2 
Y2 
Z2 
C3 S2 
X1 
Y1 
Z1 
C2 S1 
X0 
Y0 
Z0 
C1 S0 
FA FA FA FA 
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4.3 PRNS Transformation in 
12 +n
Z  with kn 4=  
4.3.1 Forward Mapping 
We will now present the forward mapping using the diminished –1 system. 
Let 77
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
210)( xaxaxaxaxaxaxaaxA +++++++=  
Applying eq 3.1 to the above equation we have, 
1276543210
*
0 +
>+++++++=< naaaaaaaaa   
(4.7) 
1276543210
*
1 +
>-+-+-+-=< naaaaaaaaa  
(4.8) 
12
2/7
7
3
6
2/5
5
2
4
2/3
32
2/
10
*
2 2.2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnnn aaaaaaaaa  
(4.9) 
12
2/21
7
9
6
2/15
5
6
4
2/9
3
3
2
2/3
10
*
3 2.2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnnn aaaaaaaaa  
(4.10) 
12
4/7
7
2/3
6
4/5
54
4/3
3
2/
2
4/
10
*
4 2.2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnnn aaaaaaaaa  
(4.11) 
12
4/21
7
2/9
6
4/15
5
3
4
4/9
3
2/3
2
4/3
10
*
5
2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
n
nnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
 
(4.12) 
12
4/35
7
2/15
6
4/25
5
5
4
4/15
3
2/5
2
4/5
10
*
6
2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
n
nnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
 
(4.13) 
12
4/49
7
2/21
6
4/35
5
7
4
4/21
3
2/7
2
4/7
10
*
7
2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
n
nnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
 
(4.14) 
 
The above set can be re-written as 
1276543210
*
0 +
>+++++++=< naaaaaaaaa                                                          (4.15) 
1276543210
*
1 +
>-+-+-+-=< naaaaaaaaa                                                          (4.16) 
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12
2/3
7
3
6
2/2
5
2
4
2/
32
2/
10
*
2
2.2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
nn
nnnnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
                       (4.17) 
12
2/10
7
9
6
2/7
5
6
4
2/4
3
3
2
2/
10
*
3
2.2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
nn
nnnnnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
               (4.18) 
12
4/3
7
2/
6
4/
54
4/3
3
2/
2
4/
10
*
4
2.2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
nn
nnnnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
                    (4.19) 
12
4/5
7
2/4
6
4/33
5
3
4
4/2
3
2/
2
4/3
10
*
5
2.2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.
+
>+
++++++=<
n
nn
nnnnnnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa
     (4.20) 
12
4/8
7
2/7
6
4/6
5
5
4
4/33
3
2/2
2
4/
10
*
6
2.2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.
+>+
++++++=<
n
nn
nnnnnnnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa          (4.21) 
12
4/12
7
2/10
6
4/38
5
7
4
4/5
3
2/3
2
4/3
10
*
7
2.2.
2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.
+>+
++++++=<
n
nn
nnnnnnnnnnn
a
aaaaaaaa        (4.22) 
In the diminished –1 system   
aa =-  where a  represents a bit by bit complement of .a  
Also 
12
12
=><
+n
kn   if  evenk =  
12
12
-=><
+n
kn   if  oddk =  
Using the above two results the set of equations are rewritten as follows 
1276543210
*
0 +
>+++++++=< naaaaaaaaa                                                          (4.23)  
1276543210
*
1 +
>+++++++=< naaaaaaaaa                                                         (4.24) 
12
2/
76
2/
54
2/
32
2/
10
*
2 2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnn aaaaaaaaa                           (4.25) 
12
2/
76
2/
54
2/
32
2/
10
*
3 2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnn aaaaaaaaa                           (4.26) 
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12
4/3
7
2/
6
4/
54
4/3
3
2/
2
4/
10
*
4 2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnn aaaaaaaaa         (4.27) 
12
4/
7
2/
6
4/3
54
4/
3
2/
2
4/3
10
*
5 2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnn aaaaaaaaa         (4.28) 
12
4/3
7
2/
6
4/
54
4/3
3
2/
2
4/
10
*
6 2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnn aaaaaaaaa         (4.29) 
12
4/
7
2/
6
4/3
54
4/
3
2/
2
4/3
10
*
7 2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnn aaaaaaaaa         (4.30) 
Effects of multiplying a variable with powers of 2. 
We rotate the equivalent number of bits as many positions as exponent of 2 indicates to 
the left and complement the other shifted bits. 
Consider the following  2/2* nk  
Let k=1101 and n=4. 
 
 
 
 
Consider the following  4/2* nk  
Let k=1101 and n=4. 
 
 
 
Consider the following  4/32* nk  
Let k=1101 and n=4. 
 
 
 
Figure2. Effects of Multiplying a Variable by Powers of 2 
 
We now run an example to illustrate the forward mapping using carry save adder trees, 
carry propagate adder and diminished-1 system. 
1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 
0 1 0  0 
1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 1  0 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0  
1 0 0  1 
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Let 77
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
210)( xaxaxaxaxaxaxaaxA +++++++=  
               765432 98765432 xxxxxxx +++++++=  in  
124 +
Z domain 
Here 1212 4 +=+n  so 4=n . 
The values of coefficients of powers of x are 
001020 ==a  
001131 ==a  
010042 ==a  
010153 ==a  
011064 ==a  
011175 ==a  
100086 ==a  
100197 ==a  
The diminished –1 values of the above coefficients are 
000110 ==a  
001021 ==a  
001132 ==a  
010043 ==a  
010154 ==a  
011065 ==a  
011176 ==a  
100087 ==a  
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4.3.1.1 Methodology Adopted in Performing the Calculations of 
Coefficient Values Using Carry Save Adder (CSA) Tree/ Carry 
Propagate Adder (CPA) 
 
The 3-to-2 counter calculates the sum and the carry of each row of selected bits indicated 
by a box. The sum is placed in the same bit position but the carry is placed in the next 
higher bit position. The carry generated by the highest order bits is complemented and 
placed in the lowest bit position ( this is indicated by the arrow in the diagram). 
In the initial state there are 8 rows. Using two sets of four carry save adders we transform 
then into 6 rows. These 6 rows are reduced to 4 rows using two sets of four carry save 
adders. The 4 rows are then reduced to 3 rows using one set of carry save adders.  The 3 
rows are transformed into 2 rows using one set of carry save adders. These two rows 
contain the sum and the carry bits. 
The final sum and the carry are added using the CPA. Here again the end around carry 
generated is complemented and added to the lowest order bit.  
Detailed description of calculation of *5a . 
12
4/
7
2/
6
4/3
54
4/
3
2/
2
4/3
10
*
5 2.2.2.2.2.2. +>+++++++=< n
nnnnnn aaaaaaaaa  
Calculation of 4/31 2
na  
00101 =a  
34/4*34/3 222 ==n  
We rotate the right most bit to the left and complement the other bits. 
Therefore 01102 4/31 =
na  
Calculation of 2/2 2 na  
00112 =a  
  30 
11002 =a  
22/42/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last two right most bits to the left and complement the left most bits, which 
are placed in the right. 
Therefore 00002 2/2 =na  
Calculation of 4/3 2
na  
01003 =a  
14/44/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last three right most bits to the left and complement the left most bit, which 
is placed in the right. 
Therefore 10012 4/3 =
na  
Calculation of 4a  
01014 =a  
We calculate 4a by performing bit-by-bit complement. 
Therefore 10104 =a . 
Calculation of 4/35 2 na  
01105 =a  
10015 =a  
34/4*34/3 222 ==n  
We rotate the right most bit to the left and complement the other bits shifted to the right. 
Therefore 10112 4/35 =na  
  31 
Calculation of 2/6 2
na  
01116 =a  
22/42/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last two right most bits to the left and complement the left most bits, which 
are placed in the right. 
Therefore 11102 2/6 =
na  
Calculation of 4/7 2 na  
100071 =a  
01117 =a  
14/44/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last three right most bits to the left and complement the left most bit, which 
is placed in the right. 
Therefore 11112 4/7 =na  
These values are used in the implementation using the CSA tree/CPA shown on page 37 
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We evaluate the value of *0a (eq. 4.23) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
102798765432 1717
*
0 =>=<>+++++++=<a  
 
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 10 i.e. 9 
 
 
Figure 3. Forward Mapping 
(Figure Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
    0 0 0 1 
 CSA’s 1-4   0 0 1 0 
    0 0 1 1 
    0 1 0 0 
 CSA’s 5-8   0 1 0 1 
    0 1 1 0 
    0 1 1 1 
    1 0 0 0 
Sum of CSA’s 1-4    0 0 0 0 
Carry of CSA’s 1-4 CSA’s 9-12  0 0 1 1 1 
Sum of CSA’s 5-8    0 1 1 1 
Carry of CSA’s5-8   0 1 0 0 1 
 CSA’s 13-16   0 1 1 1 
    1 0 0 0 
Sum of CSA’s 9-12    0 0 0 0 
Carry of CSA’s9-12 CSA’s 17-20  1 0 1 1 0 
Sum of CSA’s 13-16    1 1 1 1 
Carry of CSA’s13-16   1 0 0 1 0 
Sum of CSA’s 17-20    1 0 0 1 
Carry of CSA’s 17-20 CSA’s 21-24  0 1 1 0 1 
    0 0 1 0 
Sum of CSA’s 20-24    0 1 1 0 
Carry of CSA’s 20-24   1 0 0 1 0 
   0 1 0 0 0 
       1 
    1 0 0 1 = 9 = Diminished –1 of 10 
8-to-6 Reduction 
4-to-3 Reduction 
3-to-2 Reduction 
CPA 
6-to-4 Reduction 
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We evaluate the value of *1a (eq. 4.24) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13498765432 1717
*
1 =>-=<>-+-+-+-=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 13 i.e. 12 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 0 0 0 1 
 1 1 0 1 
 0 0 1 1 
 1 0 1 1 
 0 1 0 1 
 1 0 0 1 
 0 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
 0 0 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 
 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 1 
    0 
 1 1 0 0 
8-to-6 Reduction 
4-to-3 Reduction 
3-to-2 Reduction 
CPA 
6-to-4 Reduction 
= 12 = Diminished –1 of 13 
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We evaluate the value of *2a (eq.4.25) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
141893264*94*84*74*64*54*44*32 1717
765432*
2 =>=<>+++++++=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 14i.e. 13 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 0 0 0 1 
 1 0 1 1 
 1 1 0 0 
 1 1 0 1 
 0 1 0 1 
 1 0 1 0 
 1 0 0 0 
 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 
 1 0 0 0 
 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 
 1 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
 0 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 
    1 
 1 1 0 1 
8-to-6 Reduction 
4-to-3 Reduction 
3-to-2 Reduction 
CPA 
6-to-4 Reduction 
= 13= Diminished –1 of 14 
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We evaluate the value of *3a (eq.4.26) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
121205864*94*84*74*64*54*44*32 1717
765432*
3 =>-=<>-+-+-+-=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 12 i.e. 11 
 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 0 0 0 1 
 0 1 0 0 
 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 0 
 0 1 0 1 
 0 1 0 1 
 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 
 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 
 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 
 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 
 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
 0 0 1 0 
 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
    1 
 1 0 1 1 
8-to-6 Reduction 
4-to-3 Reduction 
3-to-2 Reduction 
CPA 
6-to-4 Reduction 
= 11 = Diminished –1 of 12 
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We evaluate the value of *4a (eq.4.27) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
820482*92*82*72*62*52*42*32 1717
765432*
4 =>=<>+++++++=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 8 i.e. 7 
 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 0 0 0 1 
 0 1 0 1 
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We evaluate the value of *5a (eq.4.28) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6212283148*98*88*78*68*58*48*32 1717
765432*
5 =>=<>+++++++=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 6 i.e. 5 
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We evaluate the value of *6a (eq.4.29) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
37962*92*82*72*62*52*42*32 1717
765432*
6 =>-=<>-+-+-+-=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 3 i.e. 2 
 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of *7a (eq. 4.30) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1169843428*98*88*78*68*58*48*32 1717
765432*
7 =>-=<>-+-+-+-=<a  
The result we have from CSA tree reduction is the diminished –1 form of 1 i.e. 0 
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4.3.2 Inverse Mapping 
We now present the inverse mapping based on the result obtained in chapter 3 section 2  
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Calculation of Inverses of the roots 
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Verification: 
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Summarizing the above results 
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Applying these set of results to the inverse transform equations in diminished –1 system. 
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Applying the following two results to the above set of equations we get 
1212 ++
>=<>-< nn bb  where b  represents a bit by bit complement of b. 
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The *ia coefficients (i=0,1,2,…,7) from the example carried for forward transformation in 
diminished –1 system. 
1001*0 =a  
1100*1 =a  
1101*2 =a  
1011*3 =a  
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0111*4 =a  
0101*5 =a  
0010*6 =a  
0000*7 =a  
4.3.2.1 Methodology Adopted in Performing the Calculations of 
Coefficient Values Using Carry Save Adder (CSA) Tree/ Carry 
Propagate Adder (CPA) 
 
The 3-to-2 counter calculates the sum and the carry of each row of selected bits indicated 
by a box. The sum is placed in the same bit position but the carry is placed in the next 
higher bit position. The carry generated by the highest order bits is complemented and 
placed in the lowest bit position ( this is indicated by the arrow in the diagram). 
In the initial state there are 8 rows. Using two sets of four carry save adders we transform 
then into 6 rows. These 6 rows are reduced to 4 rows using two sets of four carry save 
adders. The 4 rows are then reduced to 3 rows using one set of carry save adders.  The 3 
rows are transformed into 2 rows using one set of carry save adders. These two rows 
contain the sum and the carry bits. 
The final sum and the carry are added using the CPA. Here again the end around carry 
generated is complemented and added to the lowest order bit.  
Detailed description of calculation of 5a . 
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0a  
1001*0 =a  
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We calculate 
*
0a by performing bit-by-bit complement. 
Therefore 0110
*
0 =a . 
Calculation of 2/*2 2
na  
1101*2 =a  
22/42/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last two right most bits to the left and complement the left most bits, which 
are placed in the right. 
Therefore 01002 2/*2 =
na  
Calculation of 2/
*
3 2na  
1011*3 =a  
0100
*
3 =a  
Therefore 00102 2/
*
3 =na  
Calculation of 4/3
*
4 2 na  
0111*4 =a  
1000
*
4 =a  
34/4*34/3 222 ==n  
We rotate the right most bit to the left and complement the other bits shifted to the right. 
Therefore 00112 4/3
*
4 =na  
Calculation of 4/
*
5 2na  
0101*5 =a  
1010
*
5 =a  
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14/44/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last three right most bits to the left and complement the left most bit which 
is placed in the right. 
Therefore 01002 4/
*
5 =na  
Calculation of 4/3*6 2
na  
0010*6 =a  
34/4*34/3 222 ==n  
We rotate the right most bit to the left and complement the other bits shifted to the right. 
Therefore 01102 4/3*6 =
na  
Calculation of 4/*7 2
na  
0000*7 =a  
14/44/ 222 ==n  
We rotate the last three right most bits to the left and complement the left most bit which 
is placed in the right. 
Therefore 00012 4/*7 =
na  
Summarizing the above results 
0110
*
0 =a  
1100*1 =a  
11012 2/*2 =
na  
00102 2/
*
3 =na  
00112 4/3
*
4 =na  
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01002 4/
*
5 =na  
01102 4/3*6 =
na  
00012 4/*7 =
na  
After performing the CSA tree/CPA implementation (shown on page 53) using the  above 
calculated values the final result is obtained after we multiply the answer obtained by 
12 ( 1343 222 == --n ) in a similar method as shown above. 
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We evaluate the value of 0a (eq. 4.47) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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0001 = 1 = diminished –1 of 2. 
 
 
Figure 4. Inverse Mapping 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 1a (eq.4.48) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0010= 2= diminished –1 of 3. 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 2a (eq. 4.49) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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0011 = 3 = diminished –1 of 4. 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 3a (eq. 4.50) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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0100 = 4 = diminished –1 of 5 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 4a (eq. 4.51) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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0101 = 5 = diminished –1 of 6 
 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 5a (eq.4.52) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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0110 = 6 =diminished –1 of 7 
 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 6a (eq. 4.53) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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0111 = 7 = diminished –1 of 8 
 
 
 
 
 
(Figure Continued) 
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We evaluate the value of 7a (eq. 4.54) using the CSA tree/CPA implementation with a set 
of 3-to-2 counters. 
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We now demonstrate an example to perform a cyclic convolution of two sequences. 
Consider the following two polynomials.  
765432 98765432)( xxxxxxxxA +++++++=  
and 765432 9148631172)( xxxxxxxxB +++++++=  
We will calculate 
18
)()(
-
><
x
xBxA  in the ring 
12 +n
Z where n=4 
Step 1. 
Calculation of wherea i ,
* 7,...3,2,1,0=i  
From the calculations performed in pg. nos. 35-42 we have the following results (in 
undiminished form) 
10*0 =a  
13*1 =a  
14*2 =a  
12*3 =a  
8*4 =a  
6*5 =a  
3*6 =a  
1*7 =a  
Step 2 
Calculation of wherebi ,
* 7,...3,2,1,0=i  
Here 
20 =b  
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71 =b  
112 =b  
33 =b  
64 =b  
85 =b  
146 =b  
97 =b  
Calculation of *0b  using eq.4.23 
17
*
0 9148631172 >+++++++=<b  
     9=  
Calculation of *1b  using eq.4.24 
17
*
1 9148631172 >-+-+-+-=<b  
     6=  
Calculation of *2b  using eq.4.25 
17
2222*
2 )2*9(14)2*8(6)2*3(11)2*7(2 >--++--+=<b  
     
12
36143261211282 17
=
>--++--+=<
 
Calculation of *3b  using eq.4.26 
17
2222*
3 )2*9(14)2*8(6)2*3(11)2*7(2 >+--++--=<b  
    
5
36143261211282 17
=
>+--++--=<
 
Calculation of *4b  using eq.4.27 
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17
321321*
4 )2*9()2*14()2*8(6)2*3()2*11()2*7(2 >----+++=<b  
     
2
72561662444142 17
=
>----+++=<
 
Calculation of *5b  using eq.4.28 
17
123123*
5 )2*9()2*14()2*8(6)2*3()2*11()2*7(2 >-+--+-+=<b  
     
5
1856646644562 17
=
>-+--+-+=<
 
Calculation of *6b  using eq.4.29 
17
321321*
6 )2*9()2*14()2*8(6)2*3()2*11()2*7(2 >+-+--+-=<b  
     
0
72561662444142 17
=
>+-+--+-=<
 
Calculation of *7b  using eq.4.30 
17
123123*
7 )2*9()2*14()2*8(6)2*3()2*11()2*7(2 >+++----=<b  
     
11
1856646644562 17
=
>+++----=<
 
Summarizing the above results 
9*0 =b  
6*1 =b  
12*2 =b  
5*3 =b  
2*4 =b  
5*5 =b  
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0*6 =b  
11*7 =b  
Step 3. 
Calculation of wherebac iii ,* 17
*** >=< 7,...3,2,1,0=i  
17
*
0 9*10 >=<c  
     5=  
17
*
1 6*13 >=<c  
     10=  
17
*
2 12*14 >=<c  
     15=  
17
*
3 5*12 >=<c  
     9=  
17
*
4 2*8 >=<c  
     16=  
17
*
5 5*6 >=<c  
     13=  
17
*
6 0*3 >=<c  
     0=  
17
*
7 11*1 >=<c  
     11=  
Step 4 . 
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Calculation of wherec i , 7,...3,2,1,0=i  
Calculation of 0c using eq.4.47 
17
1
0 )1101316915105(2 >--------=<c  
      12=  
Calculation of 1c using eq.4.48 
17
1313221
1 )2*11()2*0()2*13()2*16()2*9()2*15(105(2 >--++-++-=<c  
      
16
220261283660105(2 17
=
>--++-++-=<
 
Calculation of 2c using eq.4.49 
17
22221
2 )2*11()2*0()2*13()2*16(915105(2 >-+-+++--=<c  
      
5
4405264915105(2 17
=
>-+-+++--=<
 
Calculation of 3c using eq.4.50 
17
3131221
3 )2*11()2*0()2*13()2*16()2*9()2*15(105(2 >--+++-+-=<c  
      
7
880104323660105(2 17
=
>--+++-+-=<
 
Calculation of 4c using eq.4.51 
17
1
4 )1101316915105(2 >++++----=<c  
      2=  
 
 
 
Calculation of 5c using eq.4.52 
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17
1313221
5 )2*11()2*0()2*13()2*16()2*9()2*15(105(2 >++---++-=<c  
      
15
220261283660105(2 17
=
>++---++-=<
 
Calculation of 6c using eq.4.53 
17
22221
6 )2*11()2*0()2*13()2*16(915105(2 >+-+-++--=<c  
      
14
4405264915105(2 17
=
>+-+-++--=<
 
Calculation of 7c using eq.4.54 
17
3131221
7 )2*11()2*0()2*13()2*16()2*9()2*15(105(2 >++--+-+-=<c  
      
2
880104323660105(2 17
=
>++--+-+-=<
 
Therefore 765432
1
214152751612)()( 8 xxxxxxxxBxA x +++++++=>< - in the ring 
12 +n
Z  
  
 
Verification of the result obtained 
 
765432 98765432 xxxxxxx +++++++  
765432 9148631172 xxxxxxx +++++++  
 
765432 1816141210864 xxxxxxx +++++++  
       8765432 6356494235282114 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
                   98765432 9988776655443322 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
                                    109876543 27242118151296 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
                                               1110987654 5448423630241812 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
                                                            12111098765 7264564840322416 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
                                                                           131211109876 126112988470564228 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
                                                                                           1413121110987 8172635445362718 xxxxxxxx +++++++  
 
141312111098765432 811982472702603193312912221571127751204 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx ++++++++++++++  
 
1
141312111098765432
8811982472702603193312912221571127751204 ->++++++++++++++< xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
765432 291303355359347311339335 xxxxxxx +++++++=  
 
17
765432 291303355359347311339335 >+++++++< xxxxxxx  
765432 214152751612 xxxxxxx +++++++=  
Hence the result. 
62 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis we presented an approach to calculate the cyclic convolution of two N-point 
sequences using the PRNS techniques relying on the forward and inverse mappings. The 
approach relied on the fact that by keeping the roots and inverse roots of 18 -x strictly as 
powers of 2 we were able to substitute the complicated scaling computations by addition 
and rotation operations. The rotation operations do not require any computational 
hardware.  
The cost of computing the cyclic convolution of the sequences  
),,,,,,,( 76543210 aaaaaaaaA =  and ),,,,,,,( 76543210 bbbbbbbbB =  is the following. 
If the computation is to be performed in the ring of the integers mod 12 +n , every 
mapped coefficient *ia  requires 6n full adders or (3,2) counters and a carry propagate 
adder (CPA). Since the sequence has eight such coefficients the total cost will be 48n 
full adders and 8 CPA's. Another 48n full adders and 8 CPA's will be required for 
mapping the sequence ),,,,,,,( 76543210 bbbbbbbbB =  into ).,,,,,,,(
*
7
*
6
*
5
*
4
*
3
*
2
*
1
*
0 bbbbbbbb  
We would require 8 multipliers mod 12 +n  for performing the multiplication's in the 
PRNS domain i.e. 
12
*** .
+
>=< niii bac  where .7,...,3,2,1,0=i  Following this we would have 
to have the inverse transformation transforming the sequence ),,,,,,,( *7
*
6
*
5
*
4
*
3
*
2
*
1
*
0 cccccccc  
into the sequence ),,,,,,,( 76543210 cccccccc . The computation of every coefficient ic  
requires 6n full adders and one CPA. Since there are 8 such ic coefficients the total cost 
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would be 48n full adders and 8 CPA's. The overall cost would now be 144n full adders, 
24 CPA's and 8 multipliers modulo 12 +n .  
The obtained terms 76543210 ,,,,,,, cccccccc are the terms of the cyclic convolution. If the 
same computation was performed without using the PRNS technique the hardware 
requirement would be 64 multipliers modulo 12 +n  and following them each term of the 
cyclic convolution ic is the summation of 8 terms. A CSA tree/CPA realization of each 
such term requires n6 full adders and one n-bit CPA. Since there are 8 such terms the 
total hardware cost would be 48n full adders and 8-n bit CPA’s. Therefore the total cost 
of the non-PRNS technique is 64 multipliers modulo 12 +n , 48n full adders and 8-n bit 
CPA’s. 
Considering that every modulo 12 +n  multiplier consists of approximately 2n  full adders 
and every n-bit CPA consists of n full adders, the total cost in terms of full adders for the 
two techniques are. 
 For the PRNS technique we need )824144( 2nnn ++  full adders = )1688( 2 nn +  
full adders. 
 For the non-PRNS technique the requirements becomes )64848( 2nnn ++  full 
adders = )5664( 2 nn + full adders. 
For any value of 3³n  
)1688()5664( 22 nnnn +>+  
Therefore the PRNS technique provides significant savings over the traditional one. 
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The following table shows the cost in terms of full adders of computing the cyclic 
convolution of the two 8-point sequences using each one of the techniques for various 
values of n. 
Table 2. Comparison of PRNS and non-PRNS Technique 
n Number of full adders required for 
non-PRNS technique. 
Number of full adders required for PRNS 
technique. 
4 1248 800 
8 4544 1856 
12 11232 3168 
16 17280 4736 
20 26720 6560 
 
 From the above table it is evident that as the value of n increases the full adders 
requirement in case of PRNS based technique is quite less compared to the non-PRNS 
based technique. 
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